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A human woman, a tail-sporting alien, and a deadly hurricaneâ€¦ of course theyâ€™re going to hook
up! Or rather, they did hook up. But that was then. This is now.As a marine biologist, Maris Xayer is
used to observing all types of marine life, but she never imagined sheâ€™d come face to tail with an
Ujal. In the middle of a hurricane, Maris and Vados came togetherâ€”ahemâ€”and then he
disappeared. She figured it was a one-storm stand with an Ujal and moved on. Except Vados
hadnâ€™t really gone anywhere and now the sexy as sin, red-skinned Ujal is back. For her.**This is
a stand alone 37 page COMPLETE SHORT STORY.**Part of the UJAL series:VadosTaveRhalThe
Ujal Volume One (Vados, Tave, Rhal)ErunDashing Through the Stars
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I wasn't sure what to expect from this story/series but I'm very happy I decided to try it even though
it's very short I was able to get to know the characters I really like Vados the main male character so
excitable,so sweet, and very alpha I also liked the female lead she appeared strong without being
bitchy. Very well done for such a short story am looking forward to book 2 if I could make one
suggestion for improvement it would be to request some background on the Ujal where are they

from originally, how long have they been here, and how long have humans known about them
hopefully we see some of these answered in the continuing series. Can't wait to see who's next
maybe the prince, or a new character, or Vados' friend/ partner I hope there's a new book soon I'll
be watching!!!!!

This was fun and quick read. I loved the author's style of writing, and she did a wonderful job with
character development. This book would have been off the charts if it had been longer and with
more of the story fleshed out. It was almost like a teaser. If we could have had more it would have
knocked my socks off.I understand that another installment will be coming out, and I certainly will be
buying it. My only wish is that it would be a tad longer.....However, for the price you more than get
your money's worth!

For 41 pages the story is short, well written, and interesting. The world building is just enough to
want more. In fact, when I was done reading Vados, I looked for more. This was so well done I
wanted to hear more about the human / Ujal relations. There's conflict there between species. I
wanted Maris to experience Vados's world and see if her transition would take her into a new
direction -- Whether she would continue working at her old job or do something with Vados's people.
I guess you call them people. But they're not.My main nit pick and it's a big one. No one and I mean
no one is safe in a SUV during a hurricane. The storm surge can sweep in and slam the car into
buildings or out to sea. It's the same reason trailer homes aren't safe, the strong winds and driving
rains can blow out windows, lift, and take homes off their foundations. With that said, there's no way
Maris and Vados were so involved in each other, during a hurricane, trapped in a SUV. That's the
worst place to take shelter. - Dan's Wife

This work was so very disappointing! I read the sample for her new offshoot from this series about
dragons and liked it, but I thought it would be great to start at the beginning. That was probably a
poor choice, because this was a huge disappointment. Not only did it leave out a lot of info about
the world, and the characters, but it was so short that I have read book samples that were longer. If
this had been my first experience with this author I would not read her again. Luckily, I have read
another series from this author and enjoyed it. So, I might think about skipping this series and just
reading the dragons. Or maybe not.

I have never read anything by Ms. Tate, but she will be an author I follow. I enjoyed this new type of

storyline. I would really love to read more about the Ujal and especially about Vados and Maris. I
would also like more background on the Ujal.Thank you Ms Tate for the start to an interesting
series.

Very enjoyable version of the traditional shifter world. I've read all three of the Ujal books; the third
one (Rhal) is the one I liked the least. Vados was a fun read that outlined the background & built the
'world' & character traits enough to prompt me to read the next ones. The longer story line of Tave
was appreciated - nice plot with some funny scenes. The 3rd story (Rhal) developed in such a way
as to contradict the fundamental Ujal character standards & included too many scenarios that could
only be explained by incredibly stupid or unaware secondary characters - the queen, Rhal's
buddies, etc. I'd definitely read a 4th in the series but if more of the anomalies cropped up, I'd pass
on future ones.

This is a short story which I found a good read . Maris Xayer is a marine biologist who during a
hurricane meet Vados an Ujal. Because of different things happening during the storm they do not
meet up again. Until Maris is attacked by a group of fanatics and has to be protected. I was given a
copy of this book in exchange for an honest review." barwatts@telus.net

I just reread this after reading the fourth book that came out. I really enjoyed revisiting this. Vados is
a scream with all the thoughts he has about other males around Maris and different situations. Poor
baby. Very entertaining. Especially the Doctor at the end. Read the series, it's worth it. Enjoy!ðŸ˜€
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